SKU: 12936 - 30 Rounds
SKU: 12937 - 10 Rounds
SKU: 12939 - 30 Rounds, Magpul® MOE® M-LOK® Handguard
SKU: 12938 - 10 Rounds, Fixed Stock, CA Compliant

M&P®15 SPORT™ II

WITH CRIMSON TRACE® RED/GREEN DOT ELECTRONIC SIGHT
M&P®15 SPORT™ II OR

with CRIMSON TRACE® RED/GREEN DOT ELECTRONIC SIGHT

- SKU: 12936 - 30 Round PMAG®
- Caliber: 5.56mm NATO/ 223 REM
- Action: Semi Auto
- Capacity: 30 or 10 Rounds
- Barrel Length: 16.0” Threaded (40.6 cm)
- Twist Rate: 1 in 9”, 6 Groove
- Overall Length: 35.0” (88.9 cm)
- Weight: 12936 - 6.91 lbs. (3,134.4 g)
- 12937 - 6.79 lbs. (3,079.9 g)
- Grip: Polymer
- Stock: 6-Position Adjustable
- Barrel Material: 4140 Steel
- Finish: Matte Black
- UPC: 12936 - 022188879643
- 12937 - 022188879650
- Features: A2 Flash Hider
- Gas Block with Integral Rail
- Threaded Barrel

CRIMSON TRACE® CTS-103 RED/GREEN DOT ELECTRONIC SIGHT

- Model: CTS-103
- Reticle: Variable Intensity, 4.0 MOA Round Dot
- Reticle Color: Red or Green
- Adjustment: 1 MOA/Click
- Eye Relief: 6” to 8” is optimal
- Battery Type: CR2032 (1 Battery)

FEATURES:
- Removable Riser Block
- Compatible with most M1913 Picatinny Rails
- Adjustable for Windage and Elevation
- Lens Caps Included
- Black Finish

M&P®15 SPORT™ II OR

with CRIMSON TRACE® RED/GREEN DOT ELECTRONIC SIGHT

- SKU: 12937 - 10 Round Magazine
- Caliber: 5.56mm NATO/ 223 REM
- Action: Semi Auto
- Capacity: 10 Round Magazine
- Barrel Length: 16.0” Threaded (40.6 cm)
- Twist Rate: 1 in 9”, 6 Groove
- Overall Length: 35.0” (88.9 cm)
- Weight: 7.15 lbs. (3,243.2 g)
- Grip: Polymer
- Stock: Fixed
- Barrel Material: 4140 Steel
- Finish: Matte Black
- UPC: 022188879667
- Features: Gas Block with Integral Rail
- Threaded Barrel

M&P®15 SPORT™ II OR COMPLIANT

with CRIMSON TRACE® RED/GREEN DOT ELECTRONIC SIGHT

- SKU: 12939
- Caliber: 5.56mm NATO/ 223 REM
- Action: Semi Auto
- Capacity: 10 Round Magazine
- Barrel Length: 16.0” Threaded (40.6 cm)
- Twist Rate: 1 in 9”, 6 Groove
- Overall Length: 35.0” (88.9 cm)
- Weight: 7.15 lbs. (3,243.2 g)
- Grip: Polymer
- Stock: Fixed
- Barrel Material: 4140 Steel
- Finish: Matte Black
- UPC: 022188879667
- Features: Gas Block with Integral Rail
- Threaded Barrel

Armornite® finish on the interior and exterior of the barrel is a hardened nitride finish that provides: Enhanced corrosion resistance, greatly improved wear resistance, decreased surface roughness, reduced light reflection and increased surface lubricity. Armornite is used on many S&W® and M&P® products imparting a high level of protection internally and externally where applied.